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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 28, 1961

All Out Search
Films And Films On Art Religious
Dr:Tillman
On For Killer
To Be Shown Sunday At 3:00 Work Composed
Speaker Here
By Shahan
At Conference
A new anthem commissioned,BULLETIN

The second programof the 1961
Contemporary Arts Festival will be
a showing of art 'films and films
on art. Sunday afternoon at 3:00
p. m. in the Recital Hall of the
l'rire Doyle Fine Arts Building.
ale following films will be

A Study in Choreography for Camera, 1945: Ritual in Transfigured
Time, 1946. Dr. Bowie describe0
this film as "the development of a
simple oecurrence into a highly
critical emotional experience."
"Strictly speaking, teese films of
Maya Deren are experiments in
choreography rather than Art
Films. They are of immense value.
however, in making the Freudian
element in Surrealist painting understandable to the layman."
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NEW YORK oun — Police hunting the sex slayer of 4-year old
Edith •Googiei Kiecorius today fol-

the First Methodist Church will be
presented on Sunday, March 5, 1961
during the morning dedication service, composed by Shatima
The anthem. "Sing. Rejoice unto
the Lord, for he hath done Marvelous Things", is based on text adapted by the composer from Psalms;
92, 96 and 96..The work is on a
grand scale and requires a large
four part choir with soprano soloist.
Thins—Froiessor Shahan's third
religious work, the first being the
Solo Cantata -Lazarus" for Organ
and Tenor Voice. Lazarus was presented first at the Methodist church
of Fulton, Kentucky with Mr. Robert K. Bear, Tenor soloist and Mr.
John C. Winter, Organist. The "City
of David" written for Brass Choir
and Organ was recently published
by The King Music Co. of Boston,
Mass.

Junior Red Cross
Is Well Organized
Over Calloway

Measures Forwarded To Get
Federal Road Program Going

Dennis Taylor. Junior Red Cross
Chairman, announces the enrollment of the following schools in
Calloway County: Austin, Carter.
Murray High 7th and 8th Grades,
Douglas Elementary and Secondary,
Murray College High 1st through
6th Grades, Almo, Faxork Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove. New Concord
and the School of New Hope.

By EDWARD COWAN
noled Preto. haternatInnal

WASHINGTON Tee — President
Kennedy asked Congress today to
cancel a scheduled one-cent cut in
gasoline taxes and raise other levies. chiefly on heavy trucks, to get

the federal highway program out
of financial trouble.
The President said in a special
message that "our federal pay-asyou-go highway program is in peril." He said the $41 billion superhighway program would fall five
years behind -its 1972 tar
- get-dire
unless it gets $900 million more
annually.
"Passenger cars are paying more
than their fair share-' of the cost
of the 41,000-mile highway network,
Kennedy said. He requested higher
taxes on diesel fuel, trucks over
213,000 pounds, tires, inner tubes
and rubber used for retreading.
Kennedy' said Congress should
continue the gasoline tax at the
present level of four cents a gallon. It is sahedulee by law to drop
to three cents
1.

TOMS RIVER, N.J.
— A
man answering the description
ART AS A COMMON HUMAN
of the sex slayer of four-year
It0eaWSSION — Prepared by San
old Edith Kiecorius of New York
Francisco Productions. One of five
signed a confession today that he
All of the elementary. schools
kinescopes devoled_ to _a discussion
killed the child last Wednesday,
have participated in, filling over
'
arti, from ale larger
Census — Adult
state police said.
100 gift boxes which will be sent
series on GREAT IDEAS. Profes55
Census — Nursery .......
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to children in foreign lands in time
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Adult
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schools were sent to children dur- Patients admitted from Friday 9:00
primarily philosophical, they con- dents of Murray State College in
crime.
a.
m.
to
Monday
8:30
a.
m.
i .ig the Chilean disaster last year.
matters which are basic to the opportunity of seeing and hearPolice said a waitress at a coffee
Orlando Magness, Route 3, Bentand letters have been received from
any student of art, especially at the ing the stimulating and timely prostand in the lobby of a lower West
children who received these boxes. on, Othel Tucker, Rt. 2, Kirksev;
beginning, as well as at the end of grams of the Contemporary Arts
Side employment agency building
Hubert J. Tucker, Rt. 1. Farminghis studies, and they should arouse Festival.
and a building guard positively
Through the Junior Red Cross ton; Mrs. Rupert
correspondingly intense discussion."
Dale Campbell
identified a man they saw Monday
program
Calloway
. County schools and baby girl. Route 3; Mrs.
FROM RENOIR TO PICASSO —
Irene
Opposes Cutback
as Fred Thompson, the slaying
will
p•rticipa
te
in projects through- Lindsey, 1060 Ryan; Mrs.
produced by Paul Haeserts, 1950;
Jean
The President declared he was
suspect. .
out the school year designed to Green. 113 North
photographed by D. Sarrade and
9th.;
Mrs. Buts "wholly opposed to either stretchThe waitress recognized Thomphelp others. Murray College High wick Downs, Route
Ch. Abel, music by Andre Souris.
2, Cadiz; Billie ing out nr cutting back" the highson from newspaper photographs
4, 5 and 6th graders and children Nat Galloway.
Dr. Rodney Tillman
•Again quoting Dr. Bowie: -this is
Almo;
Dennie
Frank- way program. He also said it should
of the fugitive and called Joseph'
at the School of New Hope made lin Harris,
on essay in Art criticism on film
Dexter; Mrs. Noble Pas- not be financed by
More, a special police officer emborrowing or
Dr. Rodney Tillman, professor of 100 Valentine favors which were chall and
baby girl. Rt. 1, Hazel; charging tolls, but should
an eminent maker of ferns on
ployed as guard at the employment education at Peabody
be kept
College, will sent to the U S. Army Hospital Mrs. William II. Adams and baby on a pay-as-yo
ae. In this work Paul Haeerts By United Press International
u-go basis by increascenter building. When More apLOUISVILLE UPL -- Morton
be the feaPurei speaker and con- at Ft. Campbell. Faxon school is boy. 108 North 12th.; Anna Marie ing highway -use
p,istulotes the thesis that moaern
r" taxes.
proached the man, he escaped in
scheduled to make Easter favors and Walker, 411 No.
Art may be explained in terms of Walker, a former president of the
5th.; Danny Hugh
sultant at a conference at Murray decorati
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the crowd.
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e
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this
of
Educatio
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n
Houston,
hospital.
and
Route
Renoir the sensualist and colorist,
6; Angela Gail of limited - access, multiple
-lane
Police said several agency em- State College March 6 on how to This program will be extended to Beane. 308
Seurat the intellectual, and Picasso professor of speech and English
South 13th.; Jasper N. highways in 1956. The federal
goyployees in the building reported improve the curriculums of ele- other hospitals and rest homes in Roach, Ht.
at
t
he
Universi
ty
of
Louisvill
e,
I, Symsonia; Robert Per- erament pays 90
the instinctive artist. Well done
Randy
Patterson a n d Charles seeing Thompson in the past week. imentary
per cent of the
this area and all schools will par- ry Stubblefield.
and secondary schools.
from the cinematic standpoint, this Monday was appointed to head the Paschall.
Rt.
4;
Mrs.
Jess
cost,
the
stiles
10 per cent. Any
who are members of the Police theorized that the 59-year •
ticipate in some form of service to Parker, Route
film carries conviction if the pre- Jefferson County Civil War Cen- Galloway County
6; Mrs. Robert Pow- slowdown would be unwise
-when
High School's de- old toothless dishwasher was runThe conference will be sponsor- others.
tennial Committee. Historian and
ell, Jr. and baby boy, Rt. 7. Bent. our slump-r
mise is accepted."
idden economy. needs
writer Robert E. McDowell, of Bue- bating teams. debated both the ne- ning out of funds and was looking ed by the Kentucky Association for
on, Mrs. Garvin _Phillips 711 Chest- greater,
NIABZ. TOBEY — produced isr
The
Junior
not less, construction acgacivt and affirmative .sides ot
Red Cross Comnittee
fax.• kitcben or porter job like Suglervision
nut; Jefferson
Robert Gardner for Orbit Films, <het lriN serve is vice Mail man, national debate
and Curriculum. Midi 5th grade, Murray College
Esker, Rt. 11; tivity." Kennedy said in his 2,500question in a two those he held in the past.
High, Ogden Bogard,
1152; "A cinematic interpretation
Rt
2:
Mrs.
Hubie
Smith
recently
word
Leslie
of the MSC -education
message.
completed a shelter survey
LOUISVILLE FPI — Justus round debate tournament held at
Nationwide Search
Wallace. 301 West 10th., Benton; I Administration
Ma challenging figure in contemofficials said KenCrouch 46, Monday was ruled Hopkinsville last Saturday. Callo"We feel he's still in the 'city," department, and Eugene Russell. of their school as part of Disaster Monroe York, Rt. 4,
porary American painting, rather
Benton;
Billy nedy was not proposing •'anti-rementally and physically unable way County won the affirmative said assistant chief inspector James in-service director, will be co-chair- Preparedness This form will be Ray
Castleber
ry',
successful in relating his creative
Rt.
5.
Benton;
Mas- cession'. measures bat was merely
sent to all schools in Calloway
to assist in his own defense of decision over College High in the J. Walsh. He said the Catskill men for the conference.
processes to all t h e phenomena
County and the information obtain- ter Ch_arJes Huey Brandon;-402-Na. trying to keep the hrghway buIldbank robbery charges and was first round and lost to Hopkinsville Mountain resort area north of the
2nd.;
Raymond
which constitute his environment"
Edward
Registrat
Gordon, Rt, ing program on schedule.
ion for the conference ed will be incorporated into the
sent to a federal mental institu• by a two point margin in the sec- city was the "next best bet."
MESILFS OF THE AFTERNOON
will begin at 4 p. m. in the lobby overall American Red Cross Disast- 5. Benton; Joe Lee Henson. Rt. 1,
The President took critical aim
tion until he ts competent to ond round decision The national
The building where Thompson of the MSC
Benton;
William
--Produced by Maya Deren in coPaul
Morris, Rt. at billboard advertising and raised
Student Union. The er Plan for Calloway County under
high school debate question is: Re- was seen
Monday is in the city first session will
3;
Master
operation with Alexander Hammid, stand trial. The Marion County solved, "That
Terry
Lynn
McKinney, the possibility of a federal levy
be from 4:30-6 the direction of Marvin 0. Wrather,
the United Nations hall area a few miles south
farmer was charged with robbing
Rt. 2; Mrs Otto Erwin, Rt. 1, Haof the in the Student Union Ballroom Disaster Chairma
1943. The first of a series of films
on billboards if the states do not
.
n
• bank at Gravel Switch, Ky.. of should be significantly strengthen- Chelsea neighborhood where
zel;
Mrs.
Lexie
Gootermed Surrealist by Maya Deren
Watson, Rt. 2; Mrs. control their placement more strictDinner will be at 6 o'clock, and
ed".
gie disappeared last Wednesday. the final
Fred
M.
Betts
(who also appears in this film). $.3.000 last Jun*.
and baby boy. 307 ly.
session will be from 7.00Charles Finnel and Rob Enoch The search
No. 4th.; James Witham Knight,
for Thompson has been 8:30.
others are: At Land 1944;
Kennedy's message bristled with
who are new members of the de- concentr
LOUISVILLE VI
EL
ated on Manhattan's lowRt. 2; Miss. Janice Burkeen, 1617 argumen
The Units in favor of his tax proversity of Louisville Library now bating teams made the trip as ob- er West Side, although police and
Dr. Tillman will speak at the
Miller;
Mrs. Woodrow Litchfield, posals and against alternati
ve fipossesses an historic letter notify- servers. Mrs. Buren Jeffrey. speech FBI agents across the country were first session. The final session will
Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Alton B. Shack- nancing
plans which have been ading the governor of Pennsylvania director, accompanied the group to questioning suspects.
consist of discussion groups.
elford, New Concord: Mrs. Robert vanced in
the
past.
when Kentucky was admitted to the Hopkinsville meet
Maryland state police reported a
The KentuckylFuture Homemak- Lutrell, Model Route, Dover, terms
lie said $600 million a year could
A past executive secretary of the
the Union. The letter, dated 1791,
Gene Hassell, Rt. 5.
man answering Thompson's deers
be
provided
of
America campaign theme
for the highway prois signed by Thomas Jefferson,
Patients dismissed from Friday 9:00
scription was seen in Upper Marl- national "associationfor supervision this
gram by Congress preventing the
year is "Clean up don't Litter
then President George Washington's
a m. to Monday 8:30 a. m.
boro. Md., last weekend and may and curriculum. Dr. Tillman has
reductio
n in the gasoline tax. He
been an elementary teacher, an
secretary of state, and was presentHobert ftoriss:n Box 36, College calculated
be heading south.
In line with this theme the Murthe value of his other
ed to the university by J. M. FuhrStation; Mrs. A. G. Wilson, Rt. 1 1 2 tax proposal
New York police assigned 500 elementary supervisor, and a pro- ray College
s at $300 million a year.
High FHA held a lockThe Austin P. T A. for the sixth
man, a native Louisvillian and colLarry Wadkins, Rt. 1. Kirksey: Mrs.
men to dredge through the Bowery fessor of education at., Columbia er
Inc
Sought
inspection this week and all
grades will meet Wednesday March
lector of historic dmorabila.
Ota Stalls, Rt. 3; Mrs. Jane Hendand other areas where drifters University and the University of lockers
that met requirements re- rickson,
1. at 230 p m at the Austin School
Kennedy proposed these increas•
Rt.
gather. They said it was highly Arkansas
2;
Vogel
Outland.
514 es in existing taxes:
ceived a red ribbon marked "FHA
aceordang to the chairman Mrs.
Gently and serenely as she had
possible their prime suspect, LonIle holds a B. S. degree from approved". The names of the lock- Beale; Mrs. Ada Garland, New ConJohn T. Irvan.
Die:.el fuel, from- four to seven
cord; Robert Dee Thompson, Rt. 5,
lived, Mrs. Dixie Nix Washer, age
don-born Fred J. Thompson, might Henderson. Ark., State Teachers er owners
Mrs Tom Rowlett. Murray High
cents a gallon.
not passing the inspec- Benton;
Mrs. Rabe Willoughby. Rt.
74, one of the community's most
still be in the city six days after College, and M. A. and Ed. D. de- tion
School Instructor, will be the guest
were posted.
Trucks over 26.000 pounds, an3; Mrs. Paul Fennell, Rt 1, Dexter;
widely known, and highly., esteem
speaker. The sixth grades will have Googie was lured from the front grees from Columbia. Ile has writFurther locker inspections will Mrs.
ual license fee of $5 per 1.000
Josephin
ed citizens, answered the final call
e
doorstep
Mooney (Expired)
of her uncle's apartment ten numerous articles for profes- be held in
charge of the special music and
the future.
P. 0. Box 109. Hazel; Mrs. Donald pounds instead of the present $1.50.
at 10:00 o'clock Sunday night, Febbuilding, ravished, and beaten to sional publications, and has played
the devotional.
Motor vehicle tires, from eight
Litter bags are being sold by the Tinsley,
Rt.
ruary 26th, billowing a protracted
1.
Murray; Miss Ang- to ten cents
Hostesses will be Mrs Bob Mil- death in a shabby, $8-a-week room. prominent roles in several national FHA chapter to help keep the
a pound.
ela
Beane
period of declining health.
,
308 So 13th.; Master
Her body was found Sunday
educational organizations.
ler. Mrs. Maurice Ryan. and Mrs.
Inner tubes, from nine, to ten
school cleaner.
Danny' Ifouston, Rt. 6. Murray; 0thOn December 30. 1906. she was
James
C. Hart.
Rev. Hal Shipley, pastor of the
el Tucker, Rt. 2, Kirksey; Miss Nan- cents a pound.
married to Will Washer who sue
Tread rubber, from three to ten
It May Not Clear Up The Question But Science Says
cy Roberts, 513 So. 7th.; Mrs. Hanvies her. To this happy union two Spring ('reek Baptist Church, will
ley Jackson, Model, Tenn ; M r s. cents a pound.
children were born, Merlin Wash- teach the book. "The Dreamer
If Congress refuses to enact
Cometh". at the church on WedWade Norsworthy, Rt. 2. Kirksey,
er Murray. Route 1. and Mrs. Jack
Miss Virgins McDougal, Rt. 2, Mur- these tav increases, Kennedy- said,
Kelley, of Raleigh, N. C., both nesday. March 1st at 6:30 p. m.
ray; Ando Kivrah, Wells Hall. Mur- it should boost the gasoline tax
survive her, along with two grandMrs. Chester Chambers, presiThe Murray Lions ('tub will meet
ray. Jacob York, Rt, 1, Benton; Mrs. to 41-e cents a gallon.
children. She was a sister of the dent of the Woman's
Missionary tonight at 6:30 - at the Murray WoOpal Emerine. 104 So. 15th; Mrs.
late Mrs. Nobel Roberts, and Gus Society of the church, urges
Noting that former President
each man's Club House.
Bertha Maddox, 311 No. 4th.; Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower had unsucand Riley Nix. Mrs. Autry Farmer, one to attend to learn about
the
Prof
Walter
Blackbur
n
will be
Emily Jane Jackson, Rt. 5, Benton; ces,fully sought a 4i, -cent
a niece and Rue Nix, a nephew Baptist Heritage of mission.
gasoBy BILL WILKS
the guest speaker.
on earth, gravity is constantly tryr would depend up on the amount of Raymond Critten
also survive.
.don. Farmington; line tax. Kennedy said: -This is
inlird Pre.ft Interndlimual
ing
to pull us down. But the down- push. An airplane pilot doesn't be- Orlando Magness (Expired
She fulfilled the ideals of wife,
clearly
) Rt. 3,
acceptable_ and would have
Want to become "weightless:'
ware movement is restricted by come weightless when he cuts off Benton.
mother, neighbor and friend. meetmy support. I prefer not to raise
like the astronaut who will go into
the solid ground under our feet, his power and glides because the
4 exquisitely the varied demands
'taxes
on the general consumer at
space in the Mercury' capsule? Just
so,. we feel this restricted motion as atmosphere is supporting the plane
these imposed. Her life was replete
this tune, and to emphaesae a Lurer
-iump off a chair or a diving board. "weight"
.
—restric
ting
downwar
its
d
with loving service to others.
motion.
allocation of the burien among
Or, if you're lazy, just fall out of
1. Funeral 'Services were held at
o'Unrestricted motion" often is But weightlessness can be achieved
those who use the highways."
bed.
for
few
moments
a
pulling
by
o'clock
• /11 00
a
this morning at the
called "free fall." This choice of
The President said it was -only
For that matter, you don't have words is unfortunate for laymen plane up into a sharp climb and
Max II. Churchill Funeral Home,
fair" that nearly all thei proposed
then
cutting
bother
to
back
to
jump or fall off any- because most of us are used to
the power so
with Bro. W. E. Mischke officiating.
thing. Merely leap forward, even thinking of "fall" as meaning that the craft "floats" briefly as
Burial was in the Murray City
Three of the choirs of First Bap- $300 million in new levies "would
come from the heavier trucks.'' He
a few inches, and you'll be weight- downward motion. But as far as a it rounds the top of a parabolic tist Church participated
Cemetery
in.. a Reless from the instant your feet space scientist is concerned, you curve.
giorial Church Choir Festival last said "even this increase ieuld not
leave the ground.
can "fall" in any direction, lap" . To clear
week -end at the First Baptist Chur- charge heavy true* their fair
up the -gravaty - free"
share of the cost of this program."
The point is you don't have to as well ass"down."
ch
if Benton, Kentucky.
spece misconception: in theory, even
Kennedy also asked Congress to
leave the earth's gravtitational pull
This
is
an
annual
event sponsor- increase
A better choice of words would the gravitational field of the earth,
the authorization for fedin order to experience exactly the
ed
by
the
Church
Music
Department eral
spending on primary' and secsame weightlessness' that will be. simply "free motion." This which is relatively weak on the of the Kentucky Baptist
Conven- ondary roads
cosmic
scale
means
extends
througho
motion
that
ut
complete
is
ly
and urban extensions.
occur to men in space.
t:on and many of the choirs from
Under this sd-called 'ABC" proOw tied Press I Prierriall
Nevertheless it has been errone- unhampered — and unaided — in the universe. It weakens with in- the various Baptist
churches profit gram.
creasing
distance
way.
any
until
becomes
it
the federal government aad
ously reported malty times that
greatly' from the inspiration and
Thus when the Mercury astro- negligible; but it never quite ceas- adjustication
the state finance construction on
spacemen will, become weightles
which is available to
WESTERN KENTUCKY —Cloudy
es.
because they will leave the earth's naut goes for his ride — whether
each choir or ensemble. A hymn- a 50-50 basis.
and cooler with occasional rain this
pull and enter "gravity -free space." in orbit or not—he will become
For all practical purposes, tho- playing event is also schedule
afternoon. High today near 40.
d for
The federal authorization should
But there is no such thing as gra weightless only when his rocket ugh, we can say that an object has the churches.
Partly cloudy and cooler tonight,
be lifted from the present $925
vity-free space so far as science power is cut off. If at any time "escaped" from the earth when it
The Church (Adult) Choir, the million a year by $25 million
low 30. Wednesday partly cloudy
every
during his trip he were to cut in reaehes a point in space where Chapel
knows.
(Intermediate) Choir and the two years starting in 1964 until a
lig a little warmer, high near 50.
power,
he
feel
would
"weight
another
The
conditio
"
body's
imn
weightle
of
gravity
becomes
ssness
Carol (Junior) Choir from First level of $1 billion is reached,
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CST).:
he
is the result Of what scientists call mediately — not in the direction predominant.
Baptist in Murray received excel- said.
Louisville 36, Covington 35, Bowl"unrestricted motion in a gravita- of the earth, but in the direction
But can we say that a rocket lent ratings as did the four hymnWE'RE DINING OUT A LOT MORE—Look how the American
ing Green 45. Lexington 37, LonC
rit
ic
izes
Billboards
tional field." In other words, it's from which .the push was applied has escaped when it reaches the players who entered
tab has run up for dining' out since 1940. Figures are from
don 47 and Paducah 37.
the festival.
The Chief Executive spoke out
to his craft.
a kind of motion that counts.
American Restaurant Magazine, which says that the number
moon? In truth, no, for the moon
The choirs from First Baptist strongly against placement of billEvansville. Ind., 37.
Feel Restricted Motion
Depends On Push
itself is firmly in earth's gravita- are under the direction of W. Ru- boards along the hiehways (teeterof restaurants grew from 170,000 In 1939 to 230,00. In 1958.
Huntington. W. Va., 35.
As we eland or sit motionless
And how much weight he felt tional grasp.
dolph !toward, Minister of Music.
(Continued on Page 3)
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College High FHA
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Funeral For
Mrs. Washer
Held Today

Austin P-TA Will
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Hal Shipley To
Teach Book

Lions Club
Meets Tonight

So Called Weightlessness In Space Is Really
"Unrestricted Motion"; Gravity Never Ceases

Choirs From First
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hi I ailed Pr... Interotatlamil
Saturday, when they Meet. Ten- sissfppi State is expected to refuse
'Eastern Kentucky and Morehead'
nessee.
the NCAA bid for the second time
•
State, tied for the lead in the Ohto
_ The 'Cats still have, a chance since 1959 because of the unwritValley Conference with identical
at the NCAA Tournament. al- ten rule against playing teams well
8-2 won-lust records, clash tonight
though Missiasippi State clinched Negro players - a certainty Ap
at Morehead in the, only major
the Southeastern Conference NCAA campetitioo.
Kentucky college game scheduled.
Crown Monday night by defeating
Western Kentucky, with an 8-4.
Florida was blasted out of conTuLine, 62-57.
OVC record, defeated Middle Tentention for seeend In the SEC by
nessee, 84-73, Monday night at
Kentucky currently is tied for its 52-50 loss to Georgia Tech
Bowling Green to keep its bid in runner-up with Vanderbilt. Mis- Mc•iday night.
fur the' conference crown and the
noncommitant NCAA Tournament
bid.
With only two conference games
remaining on their schedule - tonight's at Morehead and a Saturday night affair at Richmond one team will have to win both to
aviiid elayoff.
Western fans, of course, are hoping for a split, since this would be
the only way the Hilltoppers, who
led all season, could wedge themselves back into OVC contention.
Coach Paul alcBrayer's Maroons
-five--in -a-rovr
from Morehead, but the Eagles
a•on five consecutive games before
that.
The Eagles have averaged 90.9
points per game this year in winning 10 of 11 home games. Eastern
has averaged 83.6 in winning 15 of
:4 over-all starts.
Weetean, which has two nonconference foes remaining, has d
17-7 season record. The 'Toppers
aieet Louisville Wednesday and
Kent State Saturday to close cite
heir season.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
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'atients admitted from Wednesday
5:00 a. in. to Fr.diay 9:00 a. in.
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tti* loPP.
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9:00 •. in. to Fr.-day 9:00 a. M.
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The University of Kentucky
Wildcats, who defeated Auburn,
77-51, Monday night, are idle atetil

4,
4;
:16-10,
DEFROSTING - Here Is the Allegheny River's defrostm
g
process at East, Brady, Pa. There's a six-m
ile ice gorge,

•

.'
The Lynn Grove 4-H Club held I
their regtear monthly meeting,
Feb. 22. 1961. Their. program. for
February was 'for each 4-H member to give a speech. The winners
of this contest were: Steve Cathey
Fie-rates and Urn Watson. from
tile 4-5-6th. Grade Club. Rodney
Sratt and Vicki, Crawford from
Inc 7th. & 8th.. grade Club.
Others giving speeches from the
4-5-6th. 4-H Club were: Cathy Harris, Wallets Billinglon, Jude Kelt°,
Barbara HoLseapple, Rqpigwx
Reddae. Mary Janice Morton.
Nancy Willams. Gary Bogard, Roger Fain, Pat Scott, LarreaTidwell,
Artie Hanline. Rodney Tidwell,
Ronnie Hargreye. Larry Joe Kelso
and Jean -Potts. Othea
1.44t , gfrtng
hesfrem the 7th & 8th. grade Club
we:e • Sand!
Galloway, Janice
'Joliriler. Johnny Kelso, Tommy
Key, David Watson and Eddie
Workman.
Frent raw. left to right, Steve
C./they Furs-he' ard E'len Watson
Rack tow, left to right; Rodney
Scett and .Vieki Crawford.
Mr. Jimmy Thompson, &Johnmere in Agrictetere at Murray
VI ps Coerie W 14 1hr Jerieta

Y•

,

tit

shat to a 4/-40 halftime lead built
it to 15 points in the second half
and held, off a Blue Raider tally
to win. 84-73. '

Club _Has Meeting
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Lynn Grove 4-H

RAIET

BY FRANCES V. RUMMELL

IMO

Eastern And Morehead, Tied For OVC Title
With Identical 8-2 Reco rds, Meet Tonight

tmo
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Feb. 23. 1961
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TOPPERS AT TRACK MEET-Valery Crime!, 18,1 New York. At left Ralph
Boston, nf Tennessee
Dogma a wirsrd of the high lump, is shown while A. and L., puts evciething
he has into • broad
making his '7-foot. 3-inch leap to outchas John jump that erasedahe reel gazed
previous world
Thou-qt. of Naton University, at the Now York leatx(r games recn:d set
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odao LaMar prised right down the ilas with
Csinet Cervalr and Falcon
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Now, the.Most finicky car buyer has two kinds of Dodges
l kes ibatterilast Ito? longer
to make him happy. Compact Dodge Lancer. Full.size STANDARD OR COMPACT"rna
thaniiiiiITDart 156
full-size Dodge priced model for model
YOU
GET
A
GREAT
DEAL
WITH
Dodge Dart. They clifftrin size, appearance and price.'
with Ford and
Chevrolet.
The
compact
Dodge Lancer is priced down the
Otherwise, they are virtually identical. Both have a uniline with Comet, Corvair and Falcon. Go see
tized, rust-proofed body. A superb ride called Torsionthe cars'
4 that have everything. Compact Dodge Lancer, Full-size'
Aire. And a new alternator that charges even at idle,
Dodge Dart Do it soon,_i_ktyntir rillrest_p
or.'r
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BECOMES CITIZEN -Anna Marie Alaeretietta 24, Italianborn singer. takes the aath of
allegiance in a Los Aogeies
Federal court as she becomes
an American ciliren. Shortly
after, Fee ri•w to New York
ity to reaearsa ea a star rule
In a new Broadway muslcaL
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TAYLOR MOTOR INC.
Murray, Ky.
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PAM! /TREF

OTIS LOVINS

is expected to refuse
id for the second time
ieeause of the unwritnst playing teams wil
rs — a certainty 4
etition.

•

s blasted out of conmend in the SEC by
ss to Georgia Tech

CANDIDATE FOR

State Representa tive

•
Swimmers in the Water Carnival to be presented April 13-15 will include:
ACTION COMES LATER
(1•ft to right) Phyllis Bottomley, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; Patty Vaughn, Paducah; Jo Colley, Mayfield: Molly
Forsee, Belle Glades, Fla.: Alice Sholar, Cadiz; M elissa Henry, Jonesboro, Ark.; and Beverly Johnston.

Paducah.
BOOK REVIEW:

Dickinson Poems
In Cheap Edition
EMILY DICKINSON. EDITED BY
JOHN MALCOLM BRINNIN
Reviewed by Ernest Vaughn

I defrostIn
a ice gorge.

I never saw a moor.
I never saw the sea,
Yet know I how the heather looks,
And what a wave must be.
What high school boy or girl is not familiar
with this quotation? One immediately recognizes it
as from the poem "I Never Saw A Moor" by Emily
Dickinson.

•

Who was this woman amily Dickinson? Emily
Dickinson was a poet of great note, more precisely
a New England poet. For all of her poems reflected
her strict New England upbringing. Her place in
American letters is truly great. The poems of Emily
Dickinson were not published during her lifetime.
It was only after her death that the manuscripts
were found and collected by her sister, Lavinia.
Emily Dickinson died in 1886. One authority on
Emily Dickinson has stated, "She was born in
Amherst (Mass.), lived in Amherst, and died in
Amherst." This statement was entirely accirate, for
during her lifetime Emily Dickinson remained in
her beloved Amherst.
In this book, "Emily Dickinson," another in The
Laurel Poetry Series published by Dell Publishing
Co., John Malcolm Brinnin brings together in a
pocketbook edition 179 of Emily Dickinson's best
poems (selected, of course, by Mr. Brinnin).
To the reader' who is not acquainted with Emily
Dickinson this book serves as an excellent introduction. For the lover of Ernily Dickinson this book is
a welcome sight.

Voters and Youngsters of Calloway County:

•

•

•

Tennensee
s into • broad
of

I will feel very grateful to you if you see fit to endorse me
either by vote, or by voice of approval as your State Represeutative.
However, before you support me I think you owe it to yourself. as well as to your county to weigh my Mistakes, my confessions
and my proposals on the scales of meditation.
I know it is written, "An holiest confession is good for the
soul". Twos not spoken concerning the fate of the candidate. I am
not posing ns the ossetiee of ill110MICP. Neither do I by any means
pretend to be a model of perfection. Nevertheless. I do not have the
audacity to attempt to :mei* through your hack whitlow wearing a
garb or pretense or a robe or denial. So, Win or lose, I knock at your
front door clad in a garment of confession: •
••

LIVING rr UP—Th• customers can really get high
at thls place, the Henninger
Beet Restaurant, a twostory affair atop the silo of
a brewery to Frankfurt,
West Germany. It revolves
/lowly, one round an hour.

0

•

•

arevious world
o by lin Robe.,
feel, 114 inch.

"
Although rwas not the sponsor, neither was I one of the sixty
three, co-sponsors of the Expense Acconnt Bill. Nevertheless, %Own
I saw the measure was going to be passed by the house. I knew my
expenses as well as theirs would be defrayed by its passage. So I paid
the price of wain,* criticism by voting yes, with my cohorts. It was
not a 'Steal'. It was not a salary raise. It was merely an act granting
the members of the General Assembly sustenance in keeping with
Ilw rising expenses which had occurred over the past several years.
If you care to criticize me for this act you are at liberty to do so. I
could have x•oteil no, and have taken the increase at the expense of
the other members. Jr. I could haYe voted no, and refused to accept
the check. What would you have done under the same eircumslanceK
To say the least of it, I will never again be guilty of flirting with the
Kiss of Death by voting for a Garden of Eden Bill.

•
ford at Car)
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dr and Fakes

=Dart is-a
Ford and
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rain tonight and Tuesday and
again about the end of the week.

Gasoline ...
(Continued from Page 1)

tog that ''a handful of large ad.
eertisers" of national products have
reaped "a great windfall" from the
interstate system Billboards "de
tract from both the beauty and the
safety of the yroutes they line," he
said.

Serie Mil-Winter CALE1
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Tau oituS are. Illsexems
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Sex sprite& some In price.

=.--=7.- --GUANTANAMOF'
3
-(U.S. NAVY BASE)

LOOK FOR ACTION—Arrow indicates the mountains of Las Villas Province in South
Central Cuba, where the biggest concentration of anti-Castro guerrillas is holed up.
tWord from Cuba is that Castro forces have mounted a big offensive surrounding the
(Central Press)
, region, sealing it off. Havana is some 185 miles to the northwest.

/

must to A high degree Nvork together as one people. The unorganized
applause of a few hands cannot be heard above the den of drums
healing in unison from other sections. If we go forth in bands like
the locusts, I believe we can receive results like WAG the strands of
the web of the spider which takelli hold with her hands and is found
in Kings palaces.

Farmer friends, With all sincerity I am saying I wish to be of
service to you. I have learned by sad experience that even though a
bill nifty glitter like a• diamond. it may prove to be cut glass when
tried and analyzed. So if I am elected and another measure comes up
that is of concern to you, will you please contact me eoncerning your
NVIII in the_matter. By acting in this manlier you might spare me the
embarrassment hi stumbling over an egg shell while reaching for
a supposed Pot of Gold that might be dangling from some Rainbow
11111.

I RIR for a healthy relationship between labor and. indlistry.
May more industry he brought our way. and may 'wages be iii keeping with fair expectation); of the employer.

The people of Kentneky voted for a Sales Tax. We, the members of the.tieiterfti ASAP-044y ewieted it. iuLulaw...Likewise The Bonus.
lull was passed. We are advised that ere long the Bonus checks will
be channeled through the mails. Soldiers of yester year, I am glad
that you will be receiving this check which is it mere token of appreciation in commemoration for the services which you have renderen to our country. •

As a State Representative you are compensated for a session
of about sixty days duratiou. This session normally occurs only once
cl•ery two--yearw. N-cr- salary -only- during- The Ws-Mb-. AA' many oT Th
know I am it school teaeliCr. The duties of my profession will not
permit me to 4make an extensive campaign. 1511 -Witi you please accept
these written words as my message. and as a face to face talk with
you and you.

lf I may refer to members of mv family in this instance, may
say my brother was a service man and is eligible for a bonus, so ismy son. If you will excuse me for boasting. I will say I am an expectant grandfather. 'Yeah', 'first lime.- 1 do not apologize when- I say, I am •
more interested in coy grandchildren's educational welfare than I am
in Sonny Boy's one cheek.

Though my critics grind their heels on my confessed mistakes.
I have admitted my worst errors. Seek, and I believe you will find
I voted roman(' helped
promote some measures that will stand the
testof time.

given me any versatility of speech, or any
end any fair means at my disposal so as
roads. How#ever, I do not propose to rethese toadsand other things we need, we

LOUISVILLE flIn —The advanced weather forecasts for the fiveday period, Tuesday through Saturday. prepared by the U.S. Weather Bureau:
Temperatures for the period will
average two to six degrees above
the seasonal normals of 40 degrees.
Cooler Tuesday followed by a
warming trend Wednesday and
Thursday, but turning colder again
'abbot the end of the week. Precipitation will average around threefourths to one inch, occurring as

-.411

After realizing the falacy of my actions, I introduced a bill at
the Extra Session ofthe Legislature to change the law. The mating
call of a howling coyote was never more piercing to the ears of a scared Jack Rabbit than was my cry to correct my mistake. Due to the
rule or limitations, action could not be taken nit my bill at the special
session. At least give me credit for helping reduce the bill to ineffectiveness as far as the small egg producer'is concerned. If I am elected
and you want the measure amended, I will endeavor to see that it is
done. If you want it repealed, I propose to outcrow the combined
forces oral! the roosters in the slate of Kentucky in order to blast. it
SO high that it will be the first Egg Law to land on the moon.

If the good Lord has
diplomacy. I will use these
to attempt to obtain better
move mountains. reo obtain

FORECAST

Atlantic Onion

If you the quail himters mid members of the Sportsmen Club
want the dates of the quail law changed. I would be glad to introduce
a bill in your behalf and put forth every efffort toward its passage.

I 11 conclusion may I say, if you consider me worthy, I will be
pleased to have the honor of retaining the baton in your behall.
Otherwise, should you feel disposed to choose someone else. I want
to thank you for all past favors. If I am not Rue candidate of yjoir
choice for the place which I am seeking I will not sulk. Neither will
I strive to promote dissent ion within the ranks of my people becansF
I have been entangled in the web of defeat. On the contrary. I will
fall in line and beat the drums for the chosen leader of tin' band.

I pledge allegiance to the schools of the state of Kentucity
and to the children for which they stand, I will not sit in the shadows
of retirement. or stand in the twilight of life and turn my back on Ibis
generation and us posterity. Neither will I be insirtInletilai in redneNor, will
ing the pension checks of the aged, the halt and the hi ii
I aid in cutting the appropriations for our parks which all to the elljoyment of our people as well as to the beauty and, wealth of our
state. This I feel I would do should I vote to prune the Sales Tax Tree.

r_ Poalef.1

FIVE-DAY

Dosage_

I have been heckled by practically every owner of a small flock
of chickens, cackled at by every barn yard hen in Calloway County,
and spurred by every hill side rooster in the state of Kentucky because I voted for the Egg Grading Law. Ile as it may, I voted for air
measure in good faith, believeing it would keep out of state the inferior grade or eggs which were helping to flood our markets..
•

EXERCISE 'WILLOW FREEZE'—It's real c-c-c-cold in Alaska
for exercise "Willow Freeze," as these photos indicate. Upper: Three of the 7,000 participating soldiers tramp through
deep snow. They are (from left) Sp/5 Daniel Sowers,
MiSgt. Melvin Keoppel, Ptc. James Corneau. Lower: The ice
on a river wasn't thick enough to hold this tank. The sole' 'r on the behemoth is Sp/4 Claude Christie.

eNex
•»

Worth waiting for—and now It's here!
Just once a year, Serts makes this outstanding value available. And what a
value it is! The Serta-Posture Mattress
has authentic posture features you'd normally expect to pay much, much more for.
Come in and take advantage of the
limited -time offer on the matchless SertaPosture Mattress!
•Tred••••s4

The beipteriesd Serb-Pesters effort aN these luxury mattress
features.
•

•Superb, button.free smooth-top comfort•
Smart decorator cover
•Special innerspring construction •
Extra "leveling layer' for isx•
Ira firm support • Sturdy, sag-proof
borders
• Freshening air vents• Easy-turn
handles

created he the makers If the famous Setts "Perfect Sleeper"
Mattress.

Sincerely,

Otis Lovins
'
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George M. Ligon
Honored At Party
On Sixth Birthday

Concord. H'Makers
Meet In Adams Home

Christian Women's
Fellowship Holds
General Meeting

Tiff:STAY
•

4itasammaaa..

The New Concord Homemakers
Club met in the home of Mrs. Leon
" Mr. and Mrs. George H. Ligon,
Adams, Sunny Lane Drive, Mur220 Woodlawn Avenue, entertain•
ray for their February meeting.
ed their son, George Morris. with
The President Mrs. Pete Hughes
a birthday party, celebrating his
presided over the business. Mrs.
Sixth birthday, Saturday, February
"Armored With Christlike Grac- Billie Kingins gave the devotional
25.
es" was the subject of the program reading Hebrews 13:5-8 also a
Guest were given favors of colpresented by Mrs. John Pasco. poem "Things work out".
oring books and games were playthe
gave
Sr.,
Crass,
Mrs. Maurice
ed. Prizes were won by Monty
The roll call was answered by
devotion and was assisted by Mrs.
Cathey, Tripp Gilson and Joey
present;
members
seventeen
the
R. L. Wade at the piano.
West. After the gifts were open the
on
tips
house
plants.
giving
The president, Mrs. Maurice
children watched cartoons..
Crass, Jr., presided and lead the
L. A. Moore, and Olin Moore are
Miss Erin Montgomery gave a
Those attending were Eli- AlexTuesday. February 211th
The Alpha Department of the
group in the Fellowship prayer. report on her trip to Farm and
The Music Department of the hostesses.
ander, Mike Cathey, Monty CatWoman's
its
Murray
Club
held
•• • •
The minutes were read by the se- Home Week in Lexington.
Murray Woman's Club will hold a
luncheon meeting at the club house hey, Chris Dew, Scott Gilson,
cretary. Mrs. Arlo Sprunger. and
Group III of CWF of First Chris- on Saturday at twelee noon with Tripp Gilson, Don Hunter, Chuck
make-up meeting at the club house
The main lesson, mixing old and at seven-thirty o'clock.
the treasurer's report was given
tian Church will meet at the home the chairman, Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Hussing, Karen Kennedy, Tim Lasnew furniture, was given by the
•• ••
by Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
of Mrs. Coleman McKeel, Hazel presiding.
siter, Chris Miller, Kathy Miller,
and
Edwards
R.
T.
nominatMrs.
a
leaders
appointed
Crass
Mrs.
The Woman's Missionary Society Highway. at 8:00 p.m.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the Ellen Quertermous, Beth Tuck,
said
Mrs.
They
of
Johnson.
Rosene
•
•
Mrs.
•
•
composed
committee
ing
of the First Baptist Church will
First Baptist Church, presented the Jack Shroat, Joey West.and MarR. L. Wade. chairman, Mrs. 0. B. about 15 per cent of our earnings study the book, "The Dreamer
The Town and Country Home- program showing picture slides tha Wisehart.
should
we
That
Sprungfurnishings.
fur
go
Arlo
•• • •
Boone. Jr., and Mrs.
Cometh", at the church at 8:45 makers Club will meet at the home
give a lot of thought to and looking a m. A potluck lunch will be serv- oLMrs. Tip Miller, 1501 Sycamore, taken during his trip to South
er.
attend
Baptist
to
the
America
buying
before
the
for dew furnittse,
The meeting was closed with
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Mary Eleanor World Congress held in Rio de
ed.
so as to make sure that what we
•• • •
missionary benediction.
Outland will be cohostess.
Janeiro.
_ t_buy_will blend with what we have.
A mission study and covered
A cross section of Latin AmerNo room doesn't just happen, but it dish supper will be held by the
Friday. March
ican life presenting both the grxid
must be planned and a lot of Woman's Missionary Society of the
The F. B. L. A. of Calloway
MethodThe WSCS of the First
thought and study should go Into Memorial Baptist Church at the ist Church will hold its fourth and bad, the rich and poor was County High _School met February
taken
in
slides
beautiful
shown
in
the furnishing of a room for ones church at 5:30 pm.
session of the mission study, "Her- Peru, Ecuador, Chile, and Brazil. 16 in the school library.
home should reflect ones tasteka:11
••••
The meeting was called to order
itage and Horizons in Home Mis- Slides of Dr. Billy Graham's cruLovett.
be a part of one. Every
sions", at the social hall from sade in 'Brazil before the largest by the president. Wendell
Church
Baptist
Elm
Grove
The
should have a touch of gold in it.
penses to the FBLA convention
11:00
to
930
will
Society
Woman's Missionary
audience ever assembled for an
And one should choose a color
Selling candy to help pay the exa mission study and potlutk
evangelistic meeting were seen by
which is pleasing to them for with- have
was discussed. The motion w a s
4
March
Saturday,
church at 10:00 a.m.
the group 'and also of special inthe club
.t realizing it one may be made lunch at the • • • •
The Murray College Woman's terest were the pictures made a made and seconded that
cry unhappy by being surrounded
candy.
sell
busannual
its
have
The AAUW Book Group will Society will
month after the terrible earthby a color which is unpleasing to
The club was honored to have
meet at the home or Dr. Ora Mas- iness meeting in the Student Union quake in Chile.
them.
as its speaker, Mr. Max Hurt, who
Building at 3:30 p.m.
memon at 7:30 p.m.
the
answered
Chiles
Dr.
•• • •
has recently returned to the Kirk• •••
Mrs. Curtis Cook made the high
bers' questions concerning his tra- sey community. Mr. Hurt in preprogram.
Murray Star chapter No. 433
the
of
close
score in the game which was playthe
vels at
senting the topic, "The Importance
Order of the Eastern Star will
ed.
Mrs. E. C. Parker, program chair- of Going to School", stated that
hold its regular meeting at the
Chiles.
man, introduced Dr.
every boy and girl attended school
The hostess served delectable re- Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Radek welcomed a visitor, for two reasons—to learn how to
•• ••
freshments te those assembled. The
Mrs. R. H. Hood of Savannah, Ga. _make a living and to learn how'to
next meeting will be in the home
ig as liteteSeesTot the noon
-TrTerv
The women of St. John's Episof Mrs. Noel Smith, New Concord,
Mrs. Calle Jones opened her meeting were Miss Mary Lassiter, live.
Mr. Hurt was elected the first
copal Church wilt meet at the home on Main Street for the meeton March 17 at one o'clock.
Mrs. Edwin Larson, Mrs. L. A. FBLA Honorary Member.
906 ing of Circle 11,, of the Woman's
Bennie
George,
Mrs.
of
home
•• ••
Dew. Mrs. Lawrence Rickert, Mrs.
Following the program refreshS. 13th, at 10:00 a.m.
Society of Christian Service, of C. S. Lowry and Mrs Rue OverATE TOO MUCH-Lilly, 450-.
were served.
••• •
ments
Cenher
held
gives
Church
the First Methodist
pound hippo,
bey.
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
on
tral Park Zoo surrotmdingt
Wednesday. March 1
NOW YOU KNOW
The program was presented ts
in New York a last placid
The Toastmistress Club will
look before departing for
Mrs. N. P. Hutson. She used
meet at seven-thirty o'clock at the
By United Press International
her new job with Ringhng
her subject. 'The Lord's Prayer."
Triangle Inn.
The earliest reference to golf in
Brothers Barnum & RaSey
For the spiritual life part of the
Scotland is a parliamentary decree
Circus. The zoo got rid of
meeting Mrs. Alice Jones read a
of March, 1957. This deplores the
he -for 32,000-because the
beautiful poem. Mrs. Galloway
Thursday. March 2nd
fact that men are spending too
Young
Fine
supervisor decided she ate
The
'Ail
VARSITY:
poems
four
and
100
Psalms
read
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
much time at the game at the extoo much.
minutes,
110
feature
Cannibals,"
the
of
part
devotional
the
of the Memorial Baptist Church for
pense of archery, which was es7:15,
5:09;
3:03,
1:00,
at:
starts
will meet at seven o'clock in the program.
sential to the national defense.
The chairman, Mrs. A. F. Doran, and 9:21.
home of Mrs Robert Boitnott, 701
1 * ENDS TONITE *
inElm Street. All members are urged presided at the meeting and
ROBERT WAGNER
troduced Mrs. J B. Wilson who is
to attend.
NATALiE WOOD in
•• • •
general president of the WSCS
"ALL THE FINE YOUNG
Mrs. Jones a n d Mrs. Essie
The WSCS of the First MethodCANNIBALS" — Color
ist Church will hold its third ses- Brown. hostesses, served'refreshsion of the mission study, "Herit- ments in the George Washington's
AND
age and Horizons in Home Mis- birthday theme to the twenty-five
sions" at the social hall from 9.30 members and four visitors pre1JJ'
sent
to 11:00 a m.
TNE EfiCRESEST W0lW IN TN

The Christian Women's Fellowship of the First Christian Church
'held its general meeting at the
church on TLesday morning at

Dr. Chiles Shows
Travel Slides To
Alpha Department

Social Calendar

.•-

FBLA Of Calloway
High Has Meeting

••

Saavedra, 23, a
REFUGEE RESCUED FROM RAFT-Jesus Rafael
-dusting plane
Cuban who fled from Castro in a stolen crop
he was giyea
which crashed in the ocean is shown (top) as
seven days in
emergency treatment in Miami, Fla. Adrift for
rescued by a
shark-ringed, makeshift raft (bottom), he was
coast. The
Coast Guard cutter some three miles off the Florida
their dash for free_ _pilot of the Piper P-18,in which they made
wam to a tiny island, found an oil
dom, was drokned. His-iastride drum.
drum and lashed it to driftwood. Be was sighted

Mrs. Callie Jones
Hostess For Ilfeet
Circle II WSCS

Read The Ledger's Classifieds!!

TIME TO
SEE A
SHOW!

Wednesday

• ...RifilaiLy

asmiliat1 .

Enjoy winter warmth
fresh as all outdoors
•
)
mode,-,
//if,

Thursday

• •••

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 2.30 p.m.
Mrs. V. F., Windsor will be in
charge of the program on "Garden
Mrs. Phil Harney and sons, Phil
Theraphy " Mesdames Greg Mil- and Jay. are the guests in the
ler, H. L. Marvin, W. H. Mason, home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Melugin The Harneys are
enroute to Atlanta, Ga . to make
their home They have been residing in Dallas, Texas.

PERSONALS

amilies Know

Mrs. R. H. Hood of Savannah,
the guest of her daughter,
William Furgerson and fami"•
iy

THEY CAN
COUNT ON

. SErld
10111.111101CAt1111411151

FOR FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS
Here's Realistic Protection at Lowest Possible Cost

HERE'S HOW

GROUP.

4.

If there ore 5 or rare pcirso•s Where
yew sari, orb your eigsloyer Mane
forming a Nue Cress 11.• ShistId 0,eop. I

INDIVIDUAL OR

FAMILY:

Three 28-Page Books Compare'61 Cars...Packed
with Easy-to -Understand Photos, Facts, Figures

s.
V live Shiald Port thrs doctor direct, eccerd1na to
0•••••••••• ichedulit, for bonefirs.
V Slues Cress Is opposed by this Americas Nos.:lel
Associations Buss Shield is sponsored by th•
Kentucky State Medsal Associason,

Never before have there been so many claims and counterclaims about new automobiles as there are today. How
actually
can you separate fact from fiction? Which cars
offer the besrfestures? Which are really. lowest priced'?
Which give best performance, economy?
You'll find the answers to these and hundreds more
questions in the 1961 Automotive X-Ray Rooks just off
the press. These books pull no punches. They name names,
comshow prices, comparison photos side by side. Three
fields-priced
popular
the
of
each
for
-one
plete books

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON .. . TODAY

TO APPLY

KW CROSS-OWE ARVID
3.1„DI Senagesen Riad
tsste.ins 3, av,
In ••••
•• *-4 so •,4' y•
'on 51 seen sit *94 er
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If you 01 a Venruckicn, 64 years of
emu
or under, in (peed heolrh, and one
colt employed, unemployed, cot neither
you nor your sssust .oiss
I CTI,
0,11 10 Of snore sreptoysies, you may
apply tor Slue Crets-Olis• Shield on, on
individual on Family boss Naltry, fill
Art cad NAM A• coupon o right

Murray Natural Gas System
@Yart•• tarots or Now news rval.• .florto two moo woo, moom loom mess woo a/

Can Save You Hundreds of Dollars

CHECK THESE BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD ADVANTAGES
,t BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD HAVE NEVER CANCELLED MEMBERSHIP BECAUSE
OF AGE OR HEALTH. ON MEMBERS WHO RETIRE, CHANGE JOBS, REACH
AGE 65 OR OtDER OR ON MEMBERS WHO DEVELOP A CHRONIC OR
INCURABLE CONDITION.

V Slue Cross pays th• hospital direct for sery;c•I
aliened—ye, hone no claims 10 ri..

JACQUES SERNAS crossed swords with one of his enemies in
s'rhe Nights of Lucretia Brsrgta," exciting spectacle in Eastman
Color and Totalscope, Belinda Lee stars in the title role as the
wickedest woman in the world. Sernas and Michele Mercier
als: ear I plays Wednesday and Thursday' at the Varsity.

FREE
AUTOMOTIVE
NAYS

. (ROSS

Proteclicon Ploybe cont.nu•d by d•piendentc Of
,bilfl, end by children resecning
4•C•11414 •11,1
••• 19 or marrying were vas 19.

Ira•treo C.Heeetes System, asid see ad by le
le Warr err ram yr melon mirror
ow madonnas bnanneir the mar cerebieng eyes=
1 011•66 ler bra brag ri ragtaore ob•
per•ble C.. Free Merman reenly wed et
yr Or merry o brag ceerecter today,

Rambler Gladly Gives the Facts, Including Prices on the '61 Cars
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WHAZZATT-You've got a
bow -en view of the nuclear
powered guided missile frigate Bainbridge at Quincy.
Mass. Only, the Bainbridge
inn t attached yet. This Is
Just the bow, 69 tons and 47
feet high. Launching of the
frigate Ls scheduled for April.

ECONOMY NEWS!
Rambler beats all other compact cars competing in
Pure Oil Economy Trials tot second straight year!
Tons field with 26.86 M PG averaging more than 40
MPH. in nation's toughest. fairest economy run
(NASCAR sanctioned) Rambler American Custom
with °tau:hive takes first 6 places in
v-71
Class 6 sweeps Rot lest-4421
places more proof of
Rambler Excellence,

free at your Rambler dealer's.

Supply Limited
515

South 12th

Street

Get Your 1961 Automotive X-Rays Today!

HATCHER AUTO SALES Murray, Kentucky
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YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

e- Ott

... PL- 3-1916

OIL DISTRIBUTORS
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
PL 3-1323
Jobbers Shell Oil Products

AUCTIONEER
PL 3-4961

PAINT STORES
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

Hughes Paint-W'paper PL 3-3642

Bilbrey's
PL 3-5817
Goodyear & G.E.
Tidwell Paint Stem

PL 3-3080

PL 3-3864
PRINTING
DEPARTMENT STORES
terman's

Ledger & i ries

PL 3-1916

PL 3-1247
RESTAURANTS

DRUG STORES
et*
Scott Drugs

Collegiate
PL 3-4942
Free Delivery in City Limits

PL 3-2547
Hi-Neighbor Cafe cor. 3rd-Main

Saavedra, 23, a
p-dusting plane
is he was given
a• seven days In
las rescued by a 0
orida coast. The
tr dash for freeid, Mond an oil
ed astride drum.

Southside Restaurant .. FL 3-3892
Triangle Inn

• FURNITURE

PL 3-2403
-

Owens Food Market PL 3-4632
Free Delivery Service

lassifieds4
..fue

SERVICE STATIONS
Walston-Young Tex.

GROCERY STOF:E8

..

PL 3-4953

STORES

Meigan's Furn. Mart

HARDWARE STORES

4'

FL 34810

Whiteway Serv:ce..Sta. PL 3-9121
SHOE

tr warmth
II outdoors

PL 3-1227

ALE

INSURANCE

r10des
JEWELRY
Furches Jewei.y
•
Murray Jewelry

STORES

Factory Return Shoe Store
200 East Main St.

3 ROOMS. BATH AND UTILITY.
Phone PL 3-4507.
m2c

THEATRES

THREE ROOM FURNISHED VT.
with bath. Call PLaza 3-5402 Pter
4:00 p.m.
ltc
LOST & FOUND

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

LOST: LITTLE GIRLS' RED SUIT
case near Johnny Parker's residence on the New Concord Highway. Please contact Leroy Eldridge, PL 3-2579.
m2p

Pt, 3-2835
TV SALES & SERVICE

Kentucky News
Briefs

LADIES READY TO WEAR
PL 3-4623

MENS CLOTHING
Graham -Jackson

Murray Home & Auto PL 3-2571
VARIETY STOR28

PL 3-323,4 Doilar .Store

PE 3-3597

.11•MIII=1•••••

ai hoe•int
twalsime Cie
We...asei7•17-74
iset.••MON
1

e Read The 1Ledger's _Classifieds

URGES FORCE IN CONGOOmar Loufti, Unit .d Arab
Republic Ambassador to the
United Nations, urger the Serunty Council in New York to
use force, if necessary. to ewe
civil war in the Congo Joined
by Ceylon and Liberia. 'fie
proposed a convention of the
Congolese Parliament ana reorganization/If the Cur 2.

ACROSS
1-Harvest
goddess
4-Closes
ercurely
9.Declare
12-Obese
13-Language
of Ancient
Rome
14- Hasten
ii 'Taste
17 -l'arts
essential to a
thing's life
is.
remark
20- Mature
21 -00ok slowly
23-Man's
nickname
:1- Pierce
27-Writing
1m planient
25-Damp
20-Mod.
30- World
organization
(abbr
21-Ordinatte•
fl-Oenua 6!
cattle
13 - l'ronotin
- 34-1:44141•41-31I• Tranegresmon
37-tilri's Dame
35- British
streetcar
31- I lurried
40-Irisbman
41-Rest ued
13- Footlik• part
44-Strongscented herb
16-Small
43-Unit
60-Number
52-Lamprey
03-Unusual
54-Puff up
53-Male sheep
DOWN
1-A way!
2-Crony
(colloq.)
3-Part of
Sower
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•

mum mann

26-

4

3

44-Cry of elr's'n
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46-A110W
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(abbr )
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14
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12

7
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20

9
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33
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37
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51
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ROUNDABOUT TRIP -Exporter George Neuwirth talks with
Scandinavian Airlines Service hostess Tuve Enkson In Los '
Angeles as he prepares to board • plane for Copenhagen, via
the North Pule, to get to New York. The flight engmeers
walkout did it.

35

54
.
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Distr. by United Fano', Sy
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HERE'S A NICE
FiiBBLE, LAWS..
TAKE IT HO*,AND
00gRVE IT..

cat.. nc

T1-E FASCNAIING 'INN;..BOLIT
PERXES 15 THEIR E.ROWTH, FOR
SOME 6ROW UP TO BE STONES WHILE
OTHERS GROW OP TO BE ROCKS,..

YOU 501Au. 140E OF CAE,
THAT IT GROWS UP TO BE A
ROCK,FOR A PE88tE THAT 61%)3115
UP TO BE A STONE IS LIKE A
5/00114 WHO HAS SONE A5TRAq!

by Al Capp
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FLAG if

c.omas

/
.
rrij red Rip
GASP.

WELDED
TO I-DS
HEAD!!
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STANDARD STATION

/
NANCY

i; Ernie IlatehmIller

NEXT TO CITY t .:JIKINCI LOT ON EAST MAIN

2

42

Limited Time Only: FREE LUBRICATION
with each oil change. Pick up your Free Ticket at Scotties Standard Station.

* Quick, Efficient Service
* Standard Oil Products
AMINE AN

3petilla in
•aht year I

•

Stop By Scotties Standard Station On Your Way
Out The East Highway!

$LATS

LET ME (GASP) DOWN, Y011
ANIMAL! HOW DARE YOU BREAK
IN HERE AGAIN -WHEN WE ARE
HAVING A QUIET PRIVATE
DISCUSSION

by Raeburn Van Surest
IT DIDN'T SOUND PRECISELY
QUIET TO ME, I.' f STLRESPECIALLY WHEN I HEARD
SOW-ONE BEING
.APPEC) AND --fk.
Z

AND SOMEONE 4- CALLING MY NAME-- -

;---..../.LLEP YOUR. THAT vO---7S
NAME -TREETOP- • MY SIMONE'S
VOICE

Pt.TIP'4,1

l,s;z

SCOTTIES STANDARD STATION

oday!

ay, Kentucky
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1:o -Squandered
Mournful
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The workshop will be held at
nine locations in Tennessee and
six in Kentucky. The Tennessee
locatfons are: Lexington June 1920, Brownsville June 26-27, Huntingdon June 29-30, Lewisburg July
6-7, Bordeaux July 10-11, Algood
July 13-14, Johnson City July 1718, Jefterson City July 20-21. and
Cleveland July 24-25. Kentucky
locations are still to be determined,
but will be arranged for the first
Five hundred vocational agricul- two weeks in August.

123 OMOM

37-Chrtstlan
testi N al
39-Repuise
40 -01•1alli
12-Clamping
device
13-Fvergreea
tree

Previous workshops have covered farm water systems, farm wiring, farm lighting, farm motor applications, materials handling on
the farm, and electric heat for
farmstead use.

SPP
iay

WS i!

re than 00
roomy run
an Custom
places in
ot brat 10
e proof of
Elcellenrn.

MODO MOMM

121301
nom alma 0291
M32
us mom Mg=

sary to survey Coffee and Marshall
counties completely and take some
sample plots in the Tennesee Valley watershed portion of D,ickson
County.
Judge J. R. Patterson, Lewsiburg, chairman of the Association,
said his organization requested the
inventory because it is interested
tural tegetters will attend the seventh series of annual farm workshops in Tennessee and Kentucky
this summer and will receive practical instructicn on electric circuits
and controls. TVA announced. The
workshops are sponsored by the
Departments of Education in Tennessee and Kentucky, and TVA.
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OW OPEN

4-Narrow
opening
5-Organ of
bearing
6-Near
7-Black and
blue
8-Cut
9-Shack
10-Be 111
11-Affirmative
16-Solemn oath
18-Trials
20-Soak
21-Gush out
22-Singing
voice
23-Recent
25-Animated
26-Species of
pepper
21-Sruall lump
20-Male
offspring
Si -Sweetheart
32-Storage but

TVA foresters are about to begin
a forest inventory of the Duck
River watershed, according to a
joint announcement today by TVA
and the Duck River Development
Association. Much of the field
work has already been done in
connection with previous county
inventories, but it will be necesin collecting all of the basic data
needed to plan an over-all resource development program for
the 2,240,000 - acre watershed. A
forestry committee, headed by
Charles E. Galloway, will handle
forestry planning and development
programs. Judge Patterson said
this committee has already discussed plans with TVA, the State
Division of Forestry, and the State
Division of Water Resources.
TVA foresters will collect the
field data. They should finish the
job in two or three weeks, weather
permitting. Forest area will be
estimated from recent aerial photographs. Previous county surveys
have indicated that over half of
She watershed is forested.
The Tennessee counties drained
wholly or in part by the Duck
River are Bedford, Coffee, Dickson, Franklin, Hickman, Humphreys, Lawrence, Lewis, Marshall,
Maury, Moore, Perry, Rutherford,
Wayne, and Williamson.
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Answcr to Yestcr.lais

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LOUISVILLE 'Ha -Fourt e
nurses from ..he Frankfort area are
attending the first Nursing Home
Care Institute- for Kentucky public
health nurses at Nazareth College
jtqe.,The agerua pf the program.
which began Mon.tay and will continue through Friday. inclJdes reports ana discussio.- s on care for
the aged and visits to nursing
homes.
LIL'

let and Ronnie Walker

After all the speeches had been
given, Mr. Williams gave us some
p.ant on how to improve o u r
The Faxon Junior 4-H club met speeches.
In the sixth grade room recently.
Mrs. VI/rather made a motion to
There were 38 present, 28 g:rls and
adjourn and Vicky Greenfield sec10 boys.
mded the motion.
All of the members made a speech on what ever subject t h ey
Mary Wells
chose The winner wer Linda Mu-Reporter

EWE ROOM HOUSE. LOCATED
223 South 13th. $50.00 a month.
Available March 8. Phone PL 31334.
ltp

Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-3513
Littletuns

Faxon Junior 4-H
Club Meets Recently

WANTEL

Ledgcr St Times .... PL 3-1916

PL 3-1606

NOTICE

-•• --I
N
-TArr'Rnk: BEDROOM BRICK
L HO
8Dirl GAS AND
,iouse on South 13th street ex- tric service and installation
on all
tended by owner. Living room appliances. 10 years experience.
panelled in mahogany. Utility Phone PLaza 3-2365.
marchl1P
room. Phone PL 3-3E32.
FOR THOSE GOOD SOUND, local
34-FOOT METAL HOUSETRAIL- used cars, many one owner new
,ir, 2 bedrooms. In excellent condi- car trade ins, see Taylor Motors,
tion. Many new appliances. Clean 4th and Poplar, Phone
PLaza 3"
throughout. $1095. CHapel 7-9086, 1372, West Kentucky's TransporMayfield, Paducah Road. Across tation Center.
f28c
from Pipeline Service Station. f28c
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENNICE, GENTLE, REGISTERED tial built-up roofing. Free estiangus bull, 3 years old in Jcine. In mates. References. C all collect.
good condition. Call 438-3423 after Klapp Roofing a n d Sheetmetal,
5:00 p.m.
f28p Mayfield, 14,-.ntur.ky, CHapel 73818.
marchlic
THOMAS ELECTRONIC ORGAN.
CAN
YAU
CHILD
READ?
LET
Two manual. Six months old. $900.
qualified teacher help with reading
Phone PL 3-1794.
128c
and other subjects. Also piano lesNEW 4-ROOM HOUSE WITH one sons. Phone PL 3-5273.
mlp
acre of ground. Hot water, bath,
good well and wash-house. Located
on new state road li miles north
of Lynn Grove. Mrs. William Ool- I WOULD LIKE TO BUY A COPY
lins.
mlp of the following books: Studies In
Genesis, by H. Boyce Taylor; StudFRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR. ies In Romans, by H. Boyce Taylor.
Good condition. See Mrs. Shelton These are small paperback books
Bowers, phone PL 3-3802.
ltp published by Roy 0. Beaman in
1937 and 1941. If you have either
USED TRUMPET. CONTACT Jeror both of these books and would
ry Watson, 1103 Poplar, PL 3-2213.
sell them please contact Jack Jones
m2p
Route 1 Murray or call PL 3-5305.
REGISTERED YORKSHIRE
m4p
bores ready for service, $45 each.
I
,riAtridge.411..-3-2414, -map-

al.irray Drive-In - Call
PI, 3-3694 for Tonight's Program

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
Gen. Insurance
Pi. 3-3415

a.\
27.
1
-14 ern.--7-7/r

ipeuellt.ss Hdw., cur. 4th & Main
ks Hdw.
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DIRECTORY
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ig Last Year Saw
Breakthrough
In Records

000 TOTAL

'

- 1930

TOTAL

,f/OFIM

IWO

59,157.000 TOTAL

4S

1

TOTAL

1459
WOMANPOWER WAY UP—While you're ponderwg the unemployment situation, give a look at how the presence of
woman on the job has grown in the overall Juba picture.
The number of jobs has risen less than 50 per cent since
1930. but the number of women working has about tripled.

TO THE VOTERS OF WADESBORO
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT

JONATHAN CREEK Green Creek News
NEWS

MAX PARRISH
Candidate for Magistrate
Wadesboro District

IRUARY 2/4, 10111

Glall Novella is able lo he Got
again. Looks good as new.
Mr. Ray Lassiter was her las'
Friday afternoon. Also David Harmon was here to re-set our grate
that picked that cold weather to

fall out.
Bulldog

ON
SALE
FORTH
FIRST
TIME
EVER

This is to announce that I am a candidate
for Magis•
Irate of Wadesboro District. I feel that
I am capable and
qualified for this 'office in as much as I
have had 7 years of
road building experience.
If elected I will work to have mail
routes, church
roads, school bus roads and milk routes
i,mproved and open
at all times.
I prowuse that all sections of my distric
t will be
treated fairly and shall receive equal
distribution of money
available to my district.
I further believe that Magistrates
should have full
control of road and bridge work done
in their iiiiimucts_Lassiii---approve and weAt for conzietion of all roads
bjbabeb. by the
KaDD..tviK! has a big
State for my district.
ent company under his own nana,
I shall make an effort to see each and
was not to be outdone. He esta!
every voter:
however, if I should fail to do so. I hope
'1shed the "Medallion" label au,
you will accept this
as my Personal appeal for your vote and influence.
produced ! a number of stervx.
Amspeete..4+y -submitted:

TVESILAY — F'

Stereophonic Sound.Thus far none of the LP's prolast week.
tineed by Frey, Kapp and Light
Others visiting the Millers since
leaves anything to be desired.
What gloomy weather. Just rain last time I wrot are: Larue
1Fach company tAMT.:id out beauand more rain. Just hope that to- Thompson
Polly engineered percussive Li's
'
, Alice Steely, Robbie
Old man winter was real
bacco gets in good order for strip- Blalock, Edgar Geurin, Bert Hodgthat could withstand any test.
nice
to
us
on
ping
the
as
there is a lot of it still in es, and Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
lake, all covered with
It - VIIS a big rear for the teenage set, too, because their idol, ice, now its all gone and lots of the barn just too dry to handle.
!Hurt. Was glad to se. them all.
water
Well another month is about
filling the lake. A few 'fishElvis Presley, finished his hitch
:
e:men
are: out. Don't know just gone as tomorrow will be the 22nd
in the army and returned to
RCA-Victor's recording studios. what they have caught. Its about and George Washington will have
BY WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
Presley's latest record. "Are You time to get that fishing gear all another birthday. Am sure he
nitell
Internati.m41
Lonesome Tonight,- was the fast- oiled and cleaned. All the dock doesn't mind this time.
1
NEW YORK 'OPP — The year
Mr. and Mrs. Huston Miller
est-moving item on the record and cabin owners are getting
i 1960 saw some daring record
things ready for the people.
spent the afternoon with Mr. and
counters at year's end.
companies
make
a
startling
Mrs. Tom Gordon Saturday. They
Tragedy struck, too. Johnny
breakthrough
Several of the people of Jona- were tired
in
sterecphonie Horton, Columbia
but happy. Had just
artist
who than Creek
, s )(Ind.
spent their winter va- finished stripping their
found fame with Jimmy Drifttobacco.
1
It may be remembered as "the
cation in Florida. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry" Adams
Mrs.
wood's "The Battle of New OrI year of percussion."
Bradley Stone. Bob Williams
were
early visitors of the Huston
leans," was killed in an auto acand
Before the year was over most
daughter. Judgy. Mr. and Mrs. Rol- Millers Friday
cident in Texas only weeks alter
morning. We hadn't
of the ton labels were on a perlie
Gordo
n.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Claud had our breakfast. Vas on their
he had recorded "North to Alas..- ussion "kick.- but the indepe
Hoaghl
and.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Grady way to strip tobacco. Just stopped
nd- ka." And Oscar Pettiford, one of
..tht organizations broke the
sound modern jazz's greatest bassists, McNeely. Mr. and Mrs. John Nicks ! for a little bit.
barrier, so to speak.
are still in Australia.
Mr. Charley Culp was a visitor
died in Denmark six months aftRemember the names of Enoch
er he had been injured in an auWe received a note train Mrs. of the Huston Millers a few days
Light, David Kapp and Sidney
11$0.
tomobile accident.
Mary Lou Oakley saying she
Frey_ They were the sound muswill
Mr. and Mrs. Dee St. John were
Many interesting multiple-LP -spend her- vacation
back on the
keteers and the " unknowns"
In Hazel to see his mother last
packages were produced. Out- lake this summer.
She now lives
were•therr d'Artagnan.
Friday afternoon.
standing among them were air in Lafayettee. Indian
a. She misses
Light, one of the great bandMrs. Lela Culp is still suffering
checks of Tommy and Jimmy the lake so much.
leaders of the century. made a
with arithritis in her arms and
Dorsey marketed by Top Rank,
Mr.
Noah
Lovett
is improving
penetrating assault against phoshoulders.
complete recordings of Handel's after a long illines
s at his home.
nied-up sound by setting up ComCarvis Paschall lost a young cow
"Messiah" by Roulette and Demand Records. He defied convenOur deepest sympathy goes
sign records, and a nearly definout
tion by getting together noteitive edition of Franklin D. Ro- for Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson
worthy musicians who had never
osevelt's speeches issued by .Wash- and family.
won the accolades they deserved
ington Records.
)rd exploded them into overA chili supper was nejoyed at
night sensations. Take for exthe home of Mr and Mrs. Glyn
ample the two "Persuasive PerAngle Sunday, February 19th. Mr.
cussion" LP's that Terry Snyder
and Mrs Bradley Stone, Mr.
and
and his A!1-Stars recorded for
Mrs. Elmer Henderson, Mr and
Mrs. Max Johnston, Mr and
Light. Their music was so near
Mrs.
oerfect in the sound spectrum
Edward Johnson, Mr and Mrs.
that it matched the nest stereoJ. Gammon and the hcatess.
74ionic tapes. No gimmicks were
A pink —
inid-blue shower was
neeeled,
held at Mrs. Carl Sins honoring
independ-

Mrs,C.
,vere present.

Pet8-11118n

llarty-three- taut

Mrs Clarence Haupt has reto ned home after spending sev• er.,I weeks in Indiapolis, Indian
a.
• w!"-• relatives.

LP's that can be played with
Tinder-by --the-fritat---- d1SerithinatlYircollectors.
And Frey. who marketed the
first stereophonic record, picked
up the challenge. He merchandised some superior LP-s under
the generic title "Doctored or

Tlidden Treasure-

3.95 each, Pick-A.Pair for 5.90
March 1 thru March 31 only!

The Equitable Life Assurance Society
Of The U. S.

ONLY ONE WIFE?
On March
9 J.H.C. Larson ilea)! and H.C.
MacNeill from New Zealand and a
Murray State team will debat• the
topic of whether man should have
more than on* wife.
WILLIAM

E. ShlliTH

New Zealand
Debate Set
For March 9

------"Hiean from Ea...taste"

.Sent To The District Office On Febr
uiry 27, 1961
403 North 16th Street

Murray. Kentucky
February 27. 1961
!
Mr. Ed. Tilley, 13,str!ct Manager
Broadway s: 17th
Williams Building
Paducah. Kentucky

Dear Mr. T•iity•

As you know. I have been in _Murra
y and Cal.ovoay Caunty for only
a short time. However, because of
the progressiveness of the community
and the warmheartedness of it's
people. I feel this is my home. It
.5
the community in which I want to
settle.

A debate team from New Zeeland will far
-i
- the Murray State
Debate Team March 9 at 8 pm.
in the Auditorium.
The members of the New Zealand team are James Hugh, Cassidy Larsen, and Hector Charles
Mac Neill.
The topic for debate is Resolv
ed: That Monogamy is Undesi
rable.
Admission will be SO cents for
faculty and students and $1
for

outside people.

Therefore, without hesitation.
I do formally stake my much
coveted
w.th the Equitable on the people
of this community. I shall week

Bettij-ROSe.

—
_
3'-1Tew -rinTrFarTECOrd
- af—TINUCTOO face volume of life insura
nce a week
for.the months of March and April.
If i fail I

shall surrender my rights

under Equitable, to Murray and
Calloway County,

Betuj

$2qAi

Yours,
WILLIAM E SM ITH

$49.95

WES/ee

HELP ME MAKE THIS NATIONAL RECORD AND LET ME
HELP YOU SECURE THE FUTURE
Di!trict Orrice: 17th &
Broadway, Paducah
For Local Service: Phone
PL 3-3518

IT'S MURDER—Former
chorus
girl Lillian Reis.
30,
solemn In Philadelphia looks
during • hearing In
the gang.
style murder of a
coant in a bIg burgla defendry case.
Pollee are
bow she

curious to know

happened to
owner of a night clubbecome
shortly after the
burglary,

\\

Littleton's

SAVE $2

